The University of Padova / Università degli Studi di Padova, Department of .... / Dipartimento di.....<< name of the Department associated to the proposal in English / in Italian >>, confirms its intention to host << name of the Researcher>>, for the execution of the project << acronym of the project >>, under the supervision of Professor << name of the Supervisor>>.

The University of Padova / Università degli Studi di Padova, Dipartimento di.....<<name of the Department associated to the proposal in English / in Italian >> commits itself to:

a) engage the Researcher for the duration of the project with a research grant ("Assegno di ricerca");

b) provide — during the implementation of the project — research support to the researcher (in terms of infrastructure, equipment, access rights, products and other services necessary for conducting the research);

c) provide the researcher with administrative assistance;

d) take all measures to implement the principles set out in the Commission Recommendation on the European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers.

Place............ , Date ......................

Head of Department Name

...........................................

Head of Department Signature

...........................................